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ABSTRACT
The lack of access control and regulation in the current Internet has
resulted in many security and privacy problems. To prevent unau-
thorized access to protected information, integrating access control
into future Internet design is crucial. In this paper, a suite of access
control mechanisms that are well-suited for the mobile Internet are
introduced. We employ a representative future Internet architec-
ture that is currently being developed as a part of a clean slate de-
sign effort. The emphasis of the proposed methods is on supporting
new spatio-temporal access control, which can be a powerful new
paradigm for security in mobile systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—Secu-
rity and Protection

Keywords
access control; name resolution service; future Internet design

1. INTRODUCTION
The current Internet was not developed with security and regula-

tion as its core principals and as a result there have been many se-
curity and privacy breaches throughout the Internet’s history. Many
of these security flaws resulted from a lack of regulation to impor-
tant information. Due to the lack of access regulations, anyone in
the network can query various network services to lookup a wide
variety of information, which may be exploited to conduct mali-
cious attacks. A typical case where the improper exposure of user
information leads to an attack is the email-bomb style of Denial-
of-Service (DoS) attack. In this attack, the attacker first obtains the
victim’s email address and then abuses the network by sending a
huge volume of email (spam) to the victim’s email address in an
attempt to exhaust the resources of the host victim’s email server.
This attack succeeds as a result of the adversary having easy access
to the victim’s email address, and because the server is unable to
refuse incoming traffic. If the Internet, instead, had regulated ac-
cess to the user’s relevant information (such as name, organization,
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email and address) in the first place, then this attack would have
been less likely to occur.

With the increased need to improve security, there has been an
effort to fix the security design flaws in the Internet. However, the
solutions developed so far are basically patches added to the Inter-
net protocol stack, and only target specific network components.
For example, firewalls and filters are designed for application layer
(layer 7 in the OSI model) services to prevent illegitimate access
to the user data; the Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) suite secures
Internet Protocol (IP) communication at the Internet Layer (layer 3
in the OSI model) while the Transport Layer Security (TLS) suite
operates at the transport layer to protect communication traffic. The
fragmented security and regulation solutions make the Internet ar-
chitecture chaotic and do not provide a complete and consistent
protection against a wide variety of attacks. The inconsistency of
current security methods and lack of a system-wide solution that
regulates access to certain information causes the Internet to be
open to attacks regardless of the patches applied. As a result, de-
veloping clean-slate future Internet architectures that apply regula-
tion is desirable. [1–3] are representative future Internet architec-
ture projects that include security in their design principles, and are
integrating security as an essential functionality of the future Inter-
net. In this paper, we have the philosophical viewpoint that if we
can restrict adversarial access to information needed to launch an
attack, whatever that attack may be, then we increase the difficulty
for attacks to be launched. Thus, we complement existing security
methods and will ultimately arrive at a better and more trustworthy
future Internet architecture.

Another trend for improving the future Internet is how mobility
is handled. In the traditional Internet architecture, which was origi-
nally designed for communications between static end hosts, the IP
address has a dual-role, serving as both the identifier and the loca-
tor of a network entity. This conflating usage of the IP address in
the current TCP/IP stack makes it unable to reflect the actual net-
work attachment point or the physical location of a mobile device
while also keeping the identity of the mobile device unchanged.
Some efforts, such as [16, 18], have attempted to address this issue
in the TCP/IP stack. Unfortunately, these patches to the Internet
architecture are inefficient and suffer from scalability, complexity
and security concerns. Introducing an independent name space to
separate the identifiers of network objects and the locators is an al-
ternative Internet mobility solution as proposed in [1, 2, 6, 7, 14].
For example, in the MobilityFirst future Internet architecture [2],
a network entity is allowed to self-certify its identifier, the glob-
ally unique identifier (GUID), and the Global Name Resolution
Service (GNRS) provides a mapping between GUIDs and network
addresses. In addition to supporting mobility, the approach of sep-
arating the identifier and the locator also facilitates multi-homing,
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multicast and authentication. However, the shortcoming of the cur-
rent identity-based communication is that it lacks any enforcement
of how the GNRS responds to queries. The end user is unable to
protect its information (the mapping of identifier and locator) from
unfavorable access and therefore cannot prevent unwanted incom-
ing traffic.

The goal of our work is to eliminate open access to a wide ar-
ray of information useful for launching attacks and prevent unau-
thorized access to data/services by the future Internet architecture
without incorporating additional patches. We aim to maintain sup-
port for large-scale mobility, and thus we have chosen the Mobil-
ityFirst architecture [2] as the basis for our design. This future
Internet architecture adopts identifier and locator separation [19]
to support mobility and has already integrated several security fea-
tures in its core design. As a complement to the current security
enforcement mechanisms [13] in MobilityFirst, we have developed
a suite of access regulations that operate at the GNRS. Our regu-
lation mechanisms support spatio-temporal access control (STAC),
in which the accessibility to the protected resource/object depends
on the location and time characteristics of the subject. Though our
access control (AC) scheme is designed in the context of the GNRS
service of the MobilityFirst architecture, it is general and can be ap-
plied to other similar network services, such as the name resolution
of TorIP in Nebula [4, 12] and in XIA [1, 10].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces
the MobilityFirst Global Name Resolution Service. The complete
access control scheme is presented in Section 3. We focus on
spatio-temporal access control in Section 4, and define a token that
supports implementation of flexible regulation policies. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. OVERVIEW FOR GLOBAL NAME RES-
OLUTION SERVICE

The MobilityFirst [2] clean-slate future Internet architecture, whose
main objective is to support large-scale mobility through an identifier-
based network architecture, adopts a two-tier approach to name res-
olution. Each network entity in MobilityFirst has at least three
attributes: a user-level descriptor (i.e. a human readable name,
such as Annie’s laptop), a network-level identifier (GUID) and a
route-able topological address (referred to as a network address,
or NA for short). Two core name resolution services are proposed
for attribute translation: a Name Certificate & Resolution Service
(NCRS) translates between user-level descriptors and GUIDs, while
a Global Name Resolution Service (GNRS) provides the mapping
between GUIDs and the corresponding NAs [13].

The GNRS supports the separation of locators and identifiers. To
perform the mapping service for a given GUID, the GNRS applies
K predefined hash functions onto the GUID, which also serves as a
public key, to produce a list of K locators, which are IP addresses.
The GNRS stores the GUID→NA mapping in the Autonomous
Systems (ASes) that announce those network addresses. By doing
so, the GNRS spreads the GUID→NA mappings amongst ASes,
such that an AS will host mappings of other ASes, as well as have
its mappings hosted by others. In the MobilityFirst design, there
is a generic assumption that each AS has a unique AS number as
its network address and hence AS number and NA can be used
interchangeably. The GNRS design leverages the routing infras-
tructure to reach the hosting AS in a single overlay hop; it does
not require a home agent, unlike mobile IP and existing cellular
networks. There are three types of events in GNRS: insert, update
and query. When a user A (with a GUID) joins a network for the
first time, it sends an insert message to the GNRS (a distributed

Figure 1: Basic GNRS Access Control Scheme.

system) reporting mapping information of its GUID and network
address. When A moves to another network, it sends an update
message to the GNRS to report the new mapping. If another user
B wants to communicate with A, it sends a query message to the
GNRS asking for A’s network address before their communication,
and the GNRS will return A’s mapping to B. How to secure GNRS
protocol is presented in [13] and therefore beyond the scope of this
paper.

3. ACCESS CONTROL AT THE NAME RES-
OLUTION SERVICE

The GNRS supports mobility by enabling a host to inform oth-
ers the change of its location as well as to query others’ locators.
However, this service currently does not protect the mapping from
being queried by illegitimate users. The fact that neither the GNRS
nor the mapping owner have control over the querier may result in
information/privacy leakage as well as many severe consequences.
For example, malicious users can obtain the mapping and use it to
launch DoS attacks, or may frequently query a specific user to track
his/her behavior. Therefore, enforcing access control at the query
would be a powerful tool as it can provide the mapping owner the
ability of choosing who it is willing to communicate with. With AC
incorporated into the GNRS, users can protect their location infor-
mation contained in the GNRS mappings against unauthorized dis-
closure, while at the same time ensure the mapping’s accessibility
to legitimate users. In addition, integration of access control can
support advanced services and fine-grained functionalities, such as
allowing the mapping owner to decide when and where it is reach-
able.

As a starting point for AC, the GNRS mapping owner first de-
fines a policy of who will be allowed to obtain its mapping and
then submits the policy to the GNRS. In our AC scheme, authorized
users can be identified by their identities directly, or the attributes
obtained from Name Certificate & Resolution Service (NCRS), or
via spatio-temporal attributes in special application scenarios. The
GNRS server controls the distribution of the GNRS mapping ac-
cording to the mapping policy’s restrictions. The scheme is shown
in Figure 1.

By allowing the policy to be flexibly specified, the GNRS AC
design can support a variety of different access control schemes so
as to cover a variety of applications. In a basic case, where we
want only a single host to access the mapping, the policy has the
simple format of (GUIDB , TB , EB)A−1 . GUIDB is the GUID
of user B, to whom the mapping owner A is only willing to grant
its mapping. Two timestamps, policy start time TB (the time when
the policy begins) and policy expiration time EB (the time when
the policy will expire), define the policy validity period. Lastly, the
policy is signed by A’s private key A−1. In the identity-based case,
the policy can be a whitelist or a blacklist, or even a combination.
A defines its whitelist/blacklist following the format

{(W,GUID1, T1, E1), (B,GUID2, T2, E2), · · ·}

and submits it to the GNRS server. In each cell, W stands for the
whitelist component and B for blacklist. The GUID is the identifier
of the user to whom the policy applies, and policy start time T and
policy expiration time E are also included. For a more complicated
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situation, where the subjects of the regulation are not defined by
identifiers but by attributes, an attribute-based AC scheme would
utilize the NCRS to map between attributes and GUIDs [13].

In order to incorporate the small pieces of regulation designs
stated above into a single well-organized AC scheme, we propose
the use of eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML)
as the policy language and processing model. XACML is flex-
ible and suitable for a variety of application environments. The
XACML context handler insulates the core language from the ap-
plication environment [5] and provides conversion for the access
requests and authorization decisions between the native format in
the application environment (e.g. the GNRS API in our scheme)
and the XACML canonical form. Although XACML is primarily
an Attribute Based Access Control system (ABAC), both the basic
GNRS AC and the identity-based GNRS AC can be considered as
a specialization of the attribute-based GNRS AC and therefore able
to be implemented by XACML. Here we provide a simple example
of a policy rule where only users belonging to the Rutgers Univer-
sity domain can read the GNRS mapping. The expression of the
Target AttributeValue is
<AttributeValue DataType="urn:oasis:names:tc:
xacml:1.0:data-type:x500Name">OU=Rutgers
University,OU=ECE,O=RU,C=US</AttributeValue>

The Resource is defined as
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI">
urn:gnrs:schemas:mapping

while the "Read" action is expressed as
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Read

4. SPATIO-TEMPORAL ACCESS CONTROL
VIA GNRS REGULATION

Mobility and location information is supporting many new types
of applications, and it is possible to use location as a means to de-
fine new security services. Following this trend, we have outline
two spatio-temporal access control (STAC) schemes in the GNRS
that support security by regulating a mapping query based on the
querier’s location and time characteristics.

4.1 General STAC
The first scenario we discuss is where the GNRS mapping is

only open to users in a designated location during a specific time
period. As an example of this AC application, one could grant
access permission to certain information/services only to users in
an office building during normal office hours. Previous research
work [8, 9, 17] has outlined solutions for this type of STAC, yet
these works do not have any security mechanisms to ensure the cor-
rectness of spatio-temporal (ST) information in terms of ST veri-
fication, or to securely submit ST information to the appropriate
entities. We have defined a secure STAC scheme that fills this gap
and provides secure and efficient STAC for the GNRS service. Fig-
ure 2 shows a typical network setting for our scheme.

1. A→S: {(GUIDA, NA1, TA, EA)A−1 , (L, TP , EP )A−1 , Pflag}
User A in network NA1 sends a GNRS update message to the
GNRS server S following the standard GNRS protocols defined
in [13]. The message carries the original GNRS update,
{(GUIDA, NA1, TA, EA)A−1}, as well as a ST policy
(L, TP , EP )A−1 , which contains a location constraint L (such
as GPS coordinates) and two time constraints (policy start time
TP and policy expiration time EP ). With this policy, only users
at location L during time interval < TP , EP > are eligible to

Figure 2: Spatio-temporal Access Control Topology: user A
updates its GNRS mapping to the distributed GNRS system
and then a mobile user B queries the GNRS for A’s mapping.

obtain this GNRS mapping. Both the mapping and the policy
are signed by A’s private key to protect against a GUID spoofing
attack [13]. The policy flag Pflag indicates the mapping status
after the policy expires and before the mapping expires. If Pflag

is set to 1, then the mapping will become available to all other
users after the policy expires; otherwise, no one can access the
mapping after the policy expiration.

2. B→S: {GUIDB , [GUIDS , N1, (GUIDA, GUIDB)B−1 ]S}
User B (represented by the triangle in Figure 2), who is currently
in network NA2, wants to communicate with A so that it sends
a query request to the GNRS server S following the standard
GNRS query protocol.

3. S→B: {GUIDS , (GUIDB , N2, LQ, TQ)S−1}B
Before evaluating the query request, S sends a ST information
request to B asking for its current location. In the request mes-
sage, GUIDB , flag LQ and TQ indicate that B’s location and
time information is being requested. N2 is a nonce to prevent
a replay attack. The message is first signed by S’s private key
to ensure information integrity and to express the sender’s iden-
tity. Then GUIDS is added for sender verification and finally
the message is encrypted by B’s public key to guarantee infor-
mation confidentiality.

4. B→AP1:

{GUIDB , [GUIDAP1, (GUIDB , N2+1, LB , TB)B−1 ]AP1}
B can obtain its ST information from a proper localization al-
gorithm/service, such as Global Positioning System (GPS), and
generate a ST response for S in the format of (GUIDB , N2 +
1, LB , TB)B−1 , in which LB is B’s current location informa-
tion, TB is the current timestamp. In order to prevent B from
lying about its ST information, we propose a ST verification
mechanism where B’s response is verified by its access point
(AP). Assume B’s AP is AP1 in figure 2, B sends its ST re-
sponse to AP1 for verification.

5. AP1→S: {GUIDAP1, [GUIDS , GUIDB ,
(GUIDB , N2 + 1, LB , TB)B−1,AP1−1 ]S}
Here we assume there is a trustworthy localization service ac-
cepted by all network entities so that AP1 can verify B’s ST
information. If the information is correct, AP1 also signs the ST
response and then forwards it to the GNRS server S.
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6. S→B: {(GUIDA, NA1, TA, EA)A−1,NA1−1 , (N1 + 1)}B
After receiving message 5 from AP1, S submits the ST informa-
tion for evaluation. If the access decision is "permit", S sends
A’s mapping to B.

4.2 STAC with state transitions
Another STAC scenario we are interested in is where accessi-

bility to the mapping does not only depend on the current location
and time, but also on the mobile user’s previous spatio-temporal
characteristics. In other words, we want a stateful form of access
control, where state is defined as being at a specific location in a
specific time interval. To the best of our knowledge, none of the
current STAC schemes, e.g. [8, 9, 17], support AC based on state
transitions in a large-scale mobile network very well because there
is a large burden for distributed servers to maintain state records
for a large number of users. In order to achieve scalability and effi-
ciency, we examined the problem from a security point of view and
have devised a token-based approach that is scalable and handles
the state verification process:

1. A→S: {(GUIDA, NA1, TA, EA)A−1 , [(L1, TP1, EP1),
(L2, TP2, EP2)]A−1 , Pflag}
The difference between this application scenario and the previ-
ous one in section 4.1 is that now the policy involves two states:
the current state and the previous state. Each state is represented
by a location L and a time interval (T,E) as < L, T,E >. Note
that the timestamps for the two states should satisfy the relation
of TP1 < EP1 < TP2 < EP2. Both the current state and
the previous state should be satisfied to gain the access to A’s
mapping. The policy flag Pflag is the same as in section 4.1.

2. B→S: {GUIDB , [GUIDS , N1, (GUIDA, GUIDB)B−1 ]S}
A mobile user B in network NA2, who wants to communicate
with A, sends a GNRS query request to the GNRS server S.

3. S→B: {GUIDS , (GUIDB , N2, LQ, TQ, TKQ)S}B−1

After receiving a query request, S sends a ST attribute query
to B, in which LQ and TQ indicates that the current location
and time information are being requested ,and TKQ is a flag
informing B that it needs to present a valid token that contains
B’s verified previous and current states. The token serves as
a proof of the user’s previous state. The details of the token
definition and use rules are specified in Section 4.3.

4. B→AP1: {GUIDB , [GUIDAP1,
(GUIDB , N2 + 1, LB , TB , TKB)B−1 ]AP1}
As B is a mobile user, it presents its current valid token to its
access point AP1 for ST authentication. LB and TB are B’s
current ST attributes while TKB is the token B current holds.
The authentication procedures are similar to that in section 4.1.

5. AP1→S: {GUIDAP1, [GUIDS , GUIDB ,
(GUIDB , N2 + 1, LB , TB , TKB)B−1,AP1−1 ]S}
AP1 verifies the token TKB and the ST attributes submitted
by B through the same localization algorithm that B used. If
B’s submission is correct, AP1 also signs the attribute query
response and forwards it to S.

6. S→B: {(GUIDA, NA1, TA, EA)A−1,NA1−1 ,
(N1 + 1), TK′B}B
When S receives B’s attribute response (forwarded by AP1), it
verifies the signatures of B and AP1, and at the same time may
also need to verify the token TKB either through the NCRS or

a chain of keys depending on which method is used to generate
the ST token. The token generation will be discussed in section
4.3. After verification, S submits B’s ST attributes and the token
for evaluation. If the access request is approved, S sends A’s
mapping to B together with a new token TK′B for B’s future
use. B stores TK′B as a proof of its moving path represented by
the states in this token.

4.3 Token format
The token is an object that carries security information and the

privileges to perform certain operations. The ST token used in
Section 4.2 contains the users’ identifiers, states involved, token
timestamps, all of which should be properly encrypted to allow rel-
evant objects to be verified. In our GNRS service, as the user may
move between the networks and therefore contact a different GNRS
server (the one that is nearest to the user’s current location), in or-
der to query for a GNRS mapping the token issued by one GNRS
server needs to be verifiable by all other GNRS servers.

Intuitively, following the methology used in [15, 20], we first
considered a token format

{GUIDS , (GUIDB , SP , SC , TT , ET )S−1}.

(GUIDB , SP , SC , TT , ET ) carries the information about the ST
states for user B whose identifier is GUIDB . SP and SC are B’s
previous state and current state respectively, both of which should
contain ST information. TT and ET are two token timestamps:
token generation time TT and token expiration time ET . The token
is encrypted by the private key of the issuer, GNRS server S, whose
identifier GUIDS is also added for issuer verification. When B
presents this token to other network entities, the verifier can check
whether the token is issued by a legitimate GNRS server from the
NCRS by query S’s object attributes with GUIDS .

However, this token generation method places additional traffic
burden onto both the NCRS and the GNRS because GNRS servers,
who want to verify the token, must make NCRS queries to check
the token issuer’s identity. To reduce the overhead, we devised a
different token format: {Seq,GUIDB , SP , SC , TT , ET }K . In
this format, Seq is a sequence number for the token, which is en-
crypted by a shared key K submitted by the GNRS mapping owner.
However, this key shared by the mapping owner and all the relevant
GNRS servers should be chosen carefully to avoid key manipula-
tion attacks while keeping overhead minimal. First, the key is up-
dated periodically to prevent staleness. Second, in order to reduce
the overhead of updating the shared key, we use a hash chain to
generate a sequence of keys from a seed for one-time use [11]. In
addition to the mapping and the policy, user A’s GNRS update also
contains a hash function and a seed for the shared keys’ generation:
{(GUIDA, NA1, TA, EA)A−1 , (L, TP , EP )A−1 ,
(H,Kn, TK , N)A−1}. Here H is a hash function, Kn is the seed,
N is the number of shared keys that are to be generated and TK is
the period for updating a new key. The chain of one-time keys gen-
erated by the hash function is Kn → Kn−1 → · · · → K1 → K0,
where Ki = H(Ki+1) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and K0 is the first key
to use. Because of the one-way property of the hashing, it is not
possible for an attacker to figure out the current key Ki, even if he
is able to obtain the previous key Ki−1. With the hash function
and the seed, all GNRS servers involved can calculate the subse-
quent keys themselves without synchronizing and communicating
with each other. As a result, it is unnecessary to exchange and up-
date the shared keys except when delivering the key initialization
information at the beginning, and this fact reduces the potential for
spoofing threats and the communication overhead.
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Figure 3: A policy that requires having been in previous state
(S0) in order to access to the next state (S3).

Compared to the first token generation method, the second one
does not need any extra communications to verify the shared keys.
Once the GNRS mapping owner decides the hash function and the
seed, the GNRS servers who receive the update can calculate all
the following keys.

4.4 Token usage discussion
Containing both the previous state and the current state in the to-

ken can prevent malicious token manipulation, and further allows
for inferring the complete state transition path. Thus, our ST token
design is quite flexiable and can accommodate many special poli-
cies and provide fine-grained functionalities. The features of the
ST token design includes the following:

. Satisfy the requirement for multiple previous states.

. Robust to potential attacks, e.g. token reuse attack.

. Be able to express some special policies.

We now present four policy examples in the following section to
show the advantage of the token approach.

• Policy Example 1

In the first example, there are two initial states S0 and S1, both
of which can reach state S2. The policy requires that state S3 can
only be reached from state S0 through state S2, as shown in Figure
3.

This policy is represented using the second token generation method.
The involved tokens for GUID1 and GUID2 are listed below.

• Current state S0: TK0 = (Seq1, GUID1, S0, S0, T0, E0)

• Current state S1: TK1 = (Seq2, GUID2, S1, S1, T1, E1)

• Current state S2, previous state S0:
TK2 = (Seq3, GUID1, S0, S2, T2, E2)

• Current state S2, previous state S1:
TK′2 = (Seq4, GUID2, S1, S2, T

′
2, E

′
2)

According to the policy, in order to transit to state S3, the user must
present token TK2 at state S2, which indicates its current state is
S2 and previous state is S0. So only GUID1 with TK2 can en-
ter S3. This example shows how the token method accommodates
a policy that requires both a previous state and the current state.
Along with all the previous tokens a user has, since history infor-
mation is carried in the token, the complete state transition path can
be determined so that it is possible to express a policy involving two
or more previous states as in the second example.

• Policy Example 2

In Figure 4, this policy requires subjects to satisfy the require-
ments for the current state and two previous states.

There are two possible transition paths in Figure 4: S0 → S1 →
S4 and S2 → S3 → S4. The policy only allows the first path
to enter state S5. Users who are at state S4 and transited from
S2 and S3 cannot access S5. Under this policy, a user needs to

Figure 4: A policy with the requirement of being at S0 and then
S1 before transiting from S4 to S5 is accepted.

Figure 5: A policy that only allows one to enter S3 from S0 but
not from the paths S0 → S1 → S2 → S3 or S0 → S1 → S3,
which pose a weakness that could lead to a token reuse attack.

present two tokens to enter S5: (Seq1, GUID, S0, S1, T1, E1) and
(Seq2, GUID, S1, S4, T4, E4). A problem may arise if we allow
a single user to have multiple valid tokens simultaneously. The
system may be open to a token reuse attack in which an attacker
uses a previous token, which has not expired yet, to enter a state
which he is not allowed to enter. The token reuse attack against the
second policy example is shown in the next example in Figure 5.

• Policy Example 3

Assume token TK0, TK1 and TK2 correspond to current states
S0, S1 and S2 respectively. The third policy example states that S3

can only be entered from S0 but not from S1 or S2. In other words,
this policy only allows transition from state S0 to S3, but neither
the path S0 → S1 → S2 → S3 nor S0 → S1 → S3 are allowed.
However, if the user is allowed to have multiple valid tokens at the
same time, an evil attacker may obtain TK0, TK1 and TK2, all of
which are valid tokens, if he starts from S0, goes through S1 and
reaches S2. Then the attacker requests to enter S3 at state S2 by
only presenting TK0 and hiding TK1 and TK2 from the system.
As the token TK0 has not expired yet, the system may fail because
it is unable to differentiate the real current state of the attacker.

In order to protect against the token reuse attack mentioned above,
we propose and compare two solutions. One easy solution uses a
key associated with each state and updates the key frequently. More
specifically, the way of obtaining the key is restricted to the desig-
nated location and time interval and the valid duration of the key
is very small. For example, in Figure 5 the user needs to be in a
specific ST state S0 to obtain the key promptly before entering S3.
However, this method will fail if the malicious user has a colluding
partner that obtains the key at the specific location during the spe-
cific time and then immediately sends the key to the attacker, who
then uses the key together with the token TK0 to enter S3.

The failure of the previous method leads us to a solution where
token records are kept at GNRS servers as shown in Figure 6. The
basic idea is to keep track of the querier’s states by maintaining
a log so that once the user leaves a state and enters a new state,
it cannot lie about its current state by presenting the token of the
old state and hiding the token of the new state. In this scheme, for
each GNRS querier, if the GNRS revokes a previous old token or
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Figure 6: A solution to the token reuse attack uses a log to keep
track of the issued tokens.

Figure 7: A policy that restricts the number of times one may
enter S2 from S1 to one, thus avoiding reusing a one-time ticket.

issues a new token, it needs to update the querier’s log to keep track
of its state transition path. As the token is a per-mapping use, the
GNRS server who initiates the token change should inform other
GNRS servers, who also hold the GNRS mapping that the token is
meant for, about the log update. For efficiency, the log only needs
to contain the token’s sequence number.

Comparing the two solutions against the token reuse attack, the
first solution is open to a collusion attack and is therefore unreli-
able. The second solution is more robust, though this is at the cost
of having an increased overhead of maintaining and updating the
token log. Since the number of mapping storage locations is usu-
ally not large (e.g. roughly 3 to 5 copies per mapping) and the log
only keeps the token’s sequence number, the cost is acceptable.

• Policy Example 4

The last policy example is shown in Figure 7. Here, our to-
ken scheme can prevent falling into a two-state loop. In prac-
tice, this policy can describe a one-time use ticket efficiently as
re-entry into a specific state is restricted. Assume the policy al-
lows the state transition in step 1 from state S1 to S2 and then in
step 2 from S2 back to S1, but does not allow entering S2 from
S1 again. When the user first enters S1 from S0, it holds token
TK1 = (Seq,GUID, S0, S1, T1, E1) and presents TK1 when it
wants to transit to S2. Then in state S2, the current token this user
holds becomes TK2 = (Seq,GUID, S1, S2, T2, E2), which can
be used to return to S1. However, once the user returns back to S1,
it can no longer enter S2 because its current token becomes
(Seq,GUID, S2, S1, T3, E3), which indicates the previous state
before S1 is S2. Therefore, our scheme is able to express the pol-
icy of avoiding a two-state loop.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Many future Internet architectures are being designed to include

new forms of name resolution, and the associated name resolution
servers represent a powerful architectural component that can sup-
port security. In particular, it is possible to deploy access control
mechanisms at a name resolution service so as to regulate access
to network address information, which could otherwise be used by
an adversary to launch network attacks or could be queried to glean
information useful for subverting privacy. As the best of our knowl-
edge, this paper is the first one to explore the deployment of access

control within a name resolution service for large-scale mobile net-
works, and especially explore two example STAC schemes that en-
sure the correctness and freshness of the ST information through
verification, authentication and the use of tokens.
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